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Abstract. The paper deduces a kinetic model obtained introducing a discretization of
the Boltzmann equation based on an equispaced distribution of allowed particle energies.
The model obtained is a system of integro-differential equations with integration over
suitable angular variables: one over the portion of the unit sphere between two parallels
symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane perpendicular to the velocity of the field
particle, and one over a unit circle. The model preserves mass, momentum and energy.
Furthermore, there exists an ff-functional describing trend toward an equilibrium state
described by a Gaussian distribution. Particular attention is paid to the identification of
a criterion which indicates the values of the discretization parameters.

1. Introduction. The Boltzmann equation is the classical model used to describe the
dynamics of rarefied gases. In principle, it is able to provide a quite accurate description
of a physical system that is characterized by a huge number of collisions governed by
classical mechanics. Unfortunately, from a numerical point of view, it is very hard to
exploit all the capability of the model and all the physical information it contains.

This is essentially related to the structure of the collision term, a five-fold integral that
is very expensive to be computed. Furthermore, this term needs to be evaluated with
great precision, because all the mechanical properties characterizing particle collisions,
e.g., conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, are included in it.

In order to tackle the multiple integration with a not too large number of operations,
most of the numerical codes that integrate Boltzmann-like models make use of Monte-
Carlo procedures. Then, usually, in order to preserve mass, momentum, and energy, the
solution is suitably corrected at each time step [1,2].

On the other hand, very recently, several authors [3]—[8] focused their attention on
the possibility of handling the integration in a different way. They aimed at identifying
discretization procedures that lead to models possessing most of the properties char-
acteristic of the Boltzmann equation, namely, conservation of mass, momentum, and
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energy, validity of an H-theorem, and stationary states described by Gaussian distribu-
tions. The determination of intrinsically conservative models is particularly important,
because a lack of conservation, even if very small, may lead to serious consequences on
the integration of the equation.

In particular, in [3-7] the velocity space is discretized in a uniform cubic lattice. Buet
[3, 4] achieves the objective stated above using an infinite lattice, approximating the dis-
tribution function by piecewise constant functions, and through a not so clear definition
of the transition rates. A finite cubic lattice is then used to describe the evolution of sev-
eral problems of fluid-dynamic interest. Bobylev, Palczewski, and Schneider [5] focus on
the number of intersections between the cubic lattice and the spheres having the relative
velocity as diameter, showing that the number of intersections goes to infinity and tends
to be uniformly distributed on the sphere. This allows the authors to prove the consis-
tency of the quadrature rule they use for evaluating the collision term. However, the
estimated rate of convergence is so small that a huge number of lattice points is needed
to approximate the collision integral with a satisfactory precision. Rogier and Schneider
[6] give a quadrature rule to approximate the collision integral of the planar Boltzmann
equation, which yields an error that goes like \ogn/^/n (where n is the number of lattice
points). Tcheremissine [7] achieves a conservative evaluation of the collision integral by a
decomposition of each contribution to the gain term in a pair of contributions evaluated
in the nearest points of the grid.

In [8] the Boltzmann equation is, instead, discretized using polar coordinates. The
introduction of a suitable discretization of velocity moduli and of a suitable discretization
procedure allows the authors to deduce a model in which the collision operator is a
sum of integrals over finite domains. These are the cartesian product of a unit circle
and the portion of the unit sphere between two parallels symmetric with respect to the
equatorial plane perpendicular to the velocity of the field particle. One can then exploit
the fact that integration over spherical domains can be performed with good precision and
small computational effort. The resulting kinetic model preserves mass, momentum, and
energy. Furthermore, there exists an //-functional describing trend toward an equilibrium
described by a Gaussian distribution.

This paper considers particle velocities as defined through their energy and veloc-
ity direction. Discretizing the range of allowed energies in an equispaced fashion, and
introducing a suitable discretization procedure, a model possessing the just-mentioned
properties is deduced.

In particular, the paper focuses on the identification of the parameters involved in the
discretization. This is done on the criterion that the spurious terms, which are present
in the Euler equations related to this discretized model, are as small as requested by
the application. In fact, as already mentioned in [8], whenever the velocity space is lim-
ited to a bounded subset (which is then discretized in order to be handled numerically)
Boltzmann-like models lose their Galilean invariance. This is reflected into the introduc-
tion of two spurious terms in the related Euler equations which, however, tend rapidly to
zero as both the diameter of the bounded subset and the number of discretized energies
tend to infinity.
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The paper develops in four sections and an Appendix. After this introduction, Sec.
2 places the procedure in the frame of the splitting algorithm [9], whose convergence
theorem has been recently proved by Desvillettes and Mischler [10], so that the paper can
focus only on the collisional step, the most expensive from the computational viewpoint.
The same section will also report some basic observations on the energy formulation of
the model, that is, considering particles as characterized by their energy and velocity
direction. Details on the collision dynamics in the energy formulation can then be found
in the Appendix.

Section 3 deals with the necessity, from the computational point of view, of delimiting
the range of allowed energy of the particles to a finite interval, with the criterion for
the identification of such a range, and with the already-mentioned consequences of this
unavoidable limitation.

Finally, in Sec. 4, the energy interval is partitioned in n sub-intervals, and the kinetic
model is deduced. It is found that

1. The model preserves mass, momentum and energy.
2. The modelling procedure is constructive, so that it is possible to obtain estimates

on the "distance" between the discretized collision operator and the continuous
Boltzmann operator, i.e., consistency of the quadrature rule.

3. There exists an //-functional describing trend towards an equilibrium described
by a Gaussian distribution.

4. The fluid-dynamic limit related to the discretized kinetic model tends rapidly to-
wards the usual Euler equations with an isotropic pressure tensor and vanishing
heat flux when the number of allowed energies grows to infinity and the discretiza-
tion interval for the particle energies becomes R+. This last step is obtained by
carefully studying the behavior of the spurious terms that originate from the dis-
cretization, and that make possible the identification of a discretization procedure.

2. Splitting and energy formulation. In kinetic theory, the behaviour of a neu-
tral, rarefied gas is usually described through the evolution of a distribution function,
/: [0 ,T] x R3 x R3 —> R+, which satisfies the Boltzmann equation

'% -■ A(J) t Q(f. /),
/(0,x,v) = /o (x, v),

(2.1)

for all times t £ [0, T], for some T > 0, where

.*(/)=*-v-Vx/ (2.2)

is a linear differential operator and

Q{f,f)= f [ £(g,n)[/(t,x,v')/(£,x,v^) - /(i,x,v)/(£,x,v*)]</ndv* (2.3)
J K3 J Sn
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is a nonlinear integral operator, which is rather heavy to evaluate numerically, since it
consists of a five-fold integral with several important macroscopic properties.

In (2.3) g = v* — v is the relative velocity of colliding particles, B is a collision kernel
depending on the interaction potential, and the rule for collision between two particles
is expressed by

/ . / - \ ~ R . 9 ~/v = v + (g ■ n)n = — + -g ,

/ / ~ \ ~ ^ 9 ~ /v* = v, - (g • n)n = — - -g ,
(2.4)

where

R =f v + v* = v' + v*, (2.5)

g =f |v* - v| = |< - v'|, (2.6)

and n and g' are unit vectors that span So. In particular, g' represents the direction of
the relative velocity after collision.

In the following, particles are considered as characterized by their energy per unit
mass, e = v2/2 (simply named energy for sake of brevity), and by their velocity direction
fl. It is then useful to write

g = y/2(E-s), R = |R| = ^2 (E+S), (2.7)

where

i-lpf
E = e + e. = e' + e'» (2.8)

and

5 d= = 2v/e7<fi • (2.9)

are, together with R and g defined in (2.5) and (2.6), quantities that are invariant during
collision.

One of the most important methods for the numerical solution of Eqs. (2.1) is the so-
called "splitting algorithm", first applied by Temam [9] in the study of several evolution
problems, like the Broadwell model. This method, when applied to the Boltzmann
equation, consists in decoupling the collision contributions from the free streaming ones,
and looking for iterative solutions of the following problems:

fn(t = 0) = /°(i = 0) = /o; (2.10)

aii-Afk
dt J n '

for k > 0; (2-11)
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d/n   flffc
at ~ «Jn

for k > 0. (2-12)

jaw = mtk+1)
The convergence of the algorithm has been recently proven by Desvillettes and Mis-

chler [10], under the same assumptions used by R. J. DiPerna and P.-L. Lions [11] for
their existence results for the Boltzmann equation.

In the following we develop a procedure to approach the solution of the collision step
for the splitting algorithm, Eqs. (2.12), where we switch from the description involving
particle velocities to a description in terms of particle energies and velocity directions. As
a matter of fact, the collisional step is the heaviest one from the numerical point of view,
since it consists of the evaluation of a five-fold integral, which needs to be performed with
great accuracy. Indeed, among other things, mass, momentum, and energy conservation
during collisions depend on such an integral. The description of the collision dynamics
using the energy formulation is given in the Appendix.

To understand the discretization procedure, which will be described in Sees. 3 and
4, it is important to observe that Eq. (2.9) implies a restriction acting either on the
outgoing energy e', or on the angle between the incoming directions Q fi*, considering
the outgoing energies fixed.

This is a well-known fact when looked at from the classical point of view.
• Given the incoming energies e,e* and ft the outgoing energies are confined

inside the interval

T> et =
E gR E gR~2 ~ ~4~' 2~ + T (2.13)

symmetrically with respect to its extrema.
For the deduction of the model that is proposed in Sec. 4, it is useful to look at the

same restriction from a different point of view.
• Given the incoming energies e and e„, and an outgoing energy e' smaller than the

largest energy the particle can possibly reach, E = e + e* (e'„ is then determined by the
conservation of energy, i.e., e* — E — e'), there is a limited range for the angle between
the pre-collisional velocity directions which can yield a post-collisional energy equal to
e!. This can be expressed as

(fl-ft*)2 < Ad= (2.14)
ee*

It is then useful to define the domain

< A= ^j, (2.15)

which represents either the entire unit sphere S2, if e'e'„ > ee„ or, taking fl as polar axis,
that part between two parallels symmetric with respect to the equator, as shown in Fig.
1.
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Fig. 1. The domain

3. Identification of the energy interval. The very first step of any discretization
procedure is to define in the velocity space a limited subset containing all allowed veloc-
ities. In [8] it has been observed that a consequence of this step is the appearance of two
spurious terms in the momentum and energy Euler equations related to the Boltzmann
equation, namely an extra pressure tensor, in the form of an extra Reynolds stress term,
and an extra heat flux term, in the form of an extra pressure.

The presence of these terms is directly related to the introduction of the "boundary"
in the velocity space which corresponds to an approximation of the original equations,
which breaks the Galilean invariance characteristic both of the continuous Boltzmann
equation, and of the related Euler equations. To clarify this statement, one can consider
the viewpoint of the particle that sees (or feels) this artificial boundary as a reference
point. Therefore, one cannot expect that the Euler equations related to any discretization
scheme have an isotropic pressure tensor and a vanishing heat flux.

To be more specific, consider the conservation equations related to the continuous
Boltzmann equation:

' |f + V ■ (/?U) = 0,
^(pu) + v-(n + pu®u) = 0, (3.i)
f (£ + \pU2) + V • [q + nu + (£ + \pU2) U] = 0,

where p is the mass density, U is the drift velocity and U its modulus, £ is the internal
energy, II is the pressure tensor, and q is the heat flux.

Referring to [8] for further details, we compute the macroscopic quantities and, in
particular, the pressure tensor and the heat flux at Maxwellian equilibrium, considered
as a function of energy and velocity direction,

/(t,x,e, h ) = Aexp[\/6eU • n - ce], with b - ~ > c=^f' (3"2)
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and where U = XJ/U is the direction of the drift velocity. One can then write the pressure
tensor and the heat flux as

n = n(i + 7?7rJ7<g)fi), q = n(£9 - ?77r)u, (3.3)

where

Ik2 e~c(e+e )[(be+2) sinh \/besinh Vbe' — \/becosh v/fcesinh Vbe' — bVee' cosh Vbecosh Vbe']dede'
Vn--

Ij2 e c(e+e') (Vbe cosh Vbe — sinh Vbe) sinh Vbe'de de'

(3.4)

fR2 Vbe(e — e')e c(e+e ) cosh \fbe sinh Vbe'de de'
£i = ^—r 72 b-1, (3.5)

2 JK e~ce{\fbe cosh \/be — sinh \/be)de

and the Euler equations as

|e + V • (pU) = 0,

f(pU) + V-[(l + eT)/)U®U] + Vn = 0, (3.6)
Jt(£+ |pU2) + V ■ { [(1 + eq)U + £+ \PU2] U} = 0,

where

Jin2 e-c(e+e ) [(be + 2) sinh Vbe sinh Vbe' — Vbe cosh Vbe sinh VM — bVeef cosh Vbe cosh Vbe'jdede'
£* = — r 72 '

/R e~ce(Vbecosh Vbe — sinh Vbe)de\

(3.7)

The integrals in (3.4, 3.5, 3.7) can be computed analytically, and give r]v = =
£q = 0, corresponding to an isotropic pressure tensor, a vanishing heat flux, and no extra
terms in the Euler equations (3.6), as it must be. If, instead, the integrals in (3.4, 3.5,
3.7) are approximated by computing them only over the finite interval [0, cm), a lengthy
calculation gives

„ ,r n s \ _ 2lMr(r, eM)-£{r, eM)Mw(r, eM)} , ,
7/7( \t> { ~ \ ' v~'*/At (r, eM)T>q(r,eM)

r. t n - WAr,eM)-£{r,eM)Mv{r,eM)\ to
£n\r> "> eM) — ^r»o ( - \ >V2q(r, eM)

eq(r,0,eM) -  V*(r,eM) ' (3J0)
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where

AC(r, e) = 2e~re [(r + 2) sinh2 re — (r + l)re sinh re cosh re — r2e2],

A^7r(r, e) = e~re ^[(r + 3 + r2e2) sinhre — (r + 3)recoshre],

A/"g(r, e) = 2e~re {[r2 + 4r — 2 — (r + 2)r2e2] sinh2 re

— (r2 + 3r - 4)re sinh re cosh re — (r + 2)r2e2}, (3-11)

A4q(r, e) = e_re /2[r(r + 5) — r2e2](sinhre — recoshre),

V-n (r, e) = £(r, e) — 2e~re ^2 sinh re,

T>q(r, e) = rS(r, e) — 2e~re ^2[(r — 1) sinhre + recoshre],

a ~\ nr r/2£(r'e) = \hre2

Erf(-) is the error function, and

Erf(^(l + e)J-Erf(«/£(l-e) (3.12)

i-f. (3.13)
The zero in the argument of rjv,En, and eq in (3.8-3.10) is due to our choice em = 0

as the lowest end of the interval [0, &m)- In general, one can use [em,ejf) as in Eqs.
(3.14-3.16) below.

The terms in (3.8-3.10) do not vanish, and therefore the pressure tensor is not
isotropic, the heat flux does not vanish, and the two spurious terms appearing in the
Euler equation give a nonzero contribution. However, it can be seen that, as Hm goes to
infinity, and eq all go exponentially to zero. Of course, all macroscopic variables
in (3.6) are consistently defined over the bounded subset [0, em)-

The introduction of a lower bound, say em, gives further contributions to the spurious
terms which go to zero as e^2. In this case, ^,6^, and sq can be written as

rj-n (r, 6m, cm )

_ 2{A/~7r(r, k(r, em) - [£{r, eM)-£(r, em)][A/t7r(r, eM) + M*(r, em)] +AC(r, em, Em)}

['Vn (r, eM) - T>n (r, em)] [Dq (r, eM) - (r, em)]

(3.14)
^7r (r, 6m, 6 A-/)

2^7Vtt(r, em ) -t-A/"?r(r, 6 m) [£(r, 6jv/) £(r, )][X,r(r, eA-/) + X7r(r, em)]+AC(r eAf)}
[2>,(r, eM)-Vq(r, em)]2

(3.15)
Eq (r, 6m, CjVf )

_ 2{A/"9(r, eAf)+A/",(r, em) - [£(r, eM) ~£{r, em)][A1,(r, eM)+Mii(r, em)]+A/"q(r, em,eM)}

[Dq(r, eM)-Vq(r, em)]2

(3.16)
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where

Af^(r,em,eM) = e"r(em+e«)/2{-4(r + 2) sinhrem sinhreM

+ (r + 1 )r[(em + eM)sinhr(em + eM) ~ (eM ~ em)sinhr(eM - em)]

+ r2[(em + eM)2coshr(eM ~ em) - (eM ~ em)2coshr(eM + em)]},
(3.17a)

N'q(r, em, 8m) = e_r^m+eM^2{—4(r2 + 4r — 2) sinhrem sinh reM

+ 4(r + 2)r2emeM coshrem cosh reM

+ (r2 + 3r - 4)r[(em + eM) sinhr(em + eM)

- (eM - em) sinhr(eM - eTO)j + r3[(em + eM)2 coshr(eM - em)

- (eM &m) coshr(eM "("e^)]}, (3.1Tb)

and em — .
These estimates characterize the magnitude of the spurious terms introduced when

the velocity space is confined to a sphere or a hollow sphere, and they provide us with
a tool to control such terms. On these grounds, the following procedure for choosing em
and eM may be outlined.

1) Identify the range of internal energy and drift velocity characteristic of the flow to
be described (and therefore r).

2) Set a desired accuracy e for the spurious terms ev (or ^r) and eq appearing in the
Euler equations (3.6) or in the definition of heat flux and pressure tensor, and define em
and £m such that £(, = Em + £m < e (say, em = Em = e/3).

3) Set ?m so that (or rjn) and £q in Eqs. (3.8-3.10) have absolute value smaller
than em- In fact, for instance, Eq. (3.10) gives sq = £q(r, 0, ^m), which (locally) defines
em = iqM(r,0,Eq). Therefore we can set

dcf
£m =eM(r,£M) = max{eJf(r,0,£M),e^(r,0,£M)}- (3.18)

4) Having set Em according to (3.18), one can consider em so that £„ (or r/n) and Eq
in Eqs. (3.14-3.16) have absolute value smaller than £(, = £m + £m- In fact, for instance,
Eq. (3.16) determines which values of em yield eq(r, em,£M(r,£M)) = £m +£m, that is,
em = e®j(r, Em + £m,£m)- Therefore, if computationally convenient, one can set

def
em = em(r,£m,eM) = min{e^(r,em + £M,£M),e^(r,em +?«,£«)}■ (3.19)

This procedure is used to plot Fig. 2 and to give Tables 1 and 2. In particular, Fig.
2 gives ev and Eq as a function of e-M at different r, Table 1 gives ejM(r, |), and Table 2
gives em (r, |, |) at fixed values of r and overall accuracy e.
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r=0.01
r=0.1

r=l
r=10

le-14 -

£=10-1 £ — 10 £ = 10~3 £ = 10 -4

10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 2(a). Plot of en as a function of e\i at different values of the
expected macroscopic parameter r = 3pC/2/(2e). The plot gives an
indication of the value of the parameter e^j to be chosen, in the
discretization, so that the induced magnitude of the spurious terms
is small enough.

r = 10
r — 1
r = 0.1

eM = |10 1 em = ^10 2 em = |10 3 em = 5IO 4

2.025 2.265 2.457 2.622
4.603 5.326 5.908 6.410
13.53 15.72 17.49 19.03

r = 0.01 V 42.41 49.28 54.83 59.65

Table 1. Values of eif(r,£M = f) defined in (3.18) at different values
of the expected macroscopic parameter r = 3pU2/(2£), and overall
accuracy e.

It should be noticed that for physical reasons em should be chosen smaller than C/2/2,
i.e., em < 1. In Table 2 there are, however, some values of r and e for which the
contribution related to the introduction of any em < 1 is always less than ej3.
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r=0.01
r=0.1

r=l
r=10

Fig. 2(b). Plot of eq as a function of at different values of the
expected macroscopic parameter r = 3pU2/{2e). The plot gives an
indication of the value of the parameter e \j to be chosen, in the
discretization, so that the induced magnitude of the spurious terms
is small enough.

S = 10_1 £ = 10-2 e = 10~3 £ = 10~4
§10"2 eb=peb — |10_1 £b = f 10~2 e6 = |l0-3 efe = |l0-4

0.406 0.208 0.103 0.0482
1.136 0.230 0.104 0.0466
2.606 0.684 0.303 0.136

30 _ 40 50 60
eM

r = 10
r = 1
r = 0.1
r = 0.01 V 8.364 2.122 0.944 0.429

Table 2. Values of em(r,em = |,em = f) defined in (3.19) at dif-
ferent values of the expected macroscopic parameter r = 3pU2/(2£),
and of the overall accuracy e (e/, = em + £m = |e) and with e« given
in Table 1. Values above 1 correspond to those cases in which the
contribution £b derived by introducing any nonvanishing physically
admissible em < 1 is always smaller than required.

Besides, except for very special cases where eq is about to change sign (say, magnitude
smaller than 10~6), en is always an order of magnitude smaller than eq. Therefore, em
and sm are essentially determined by and eqM. As a consequence, if one is not
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concerned with the magnitude of the spurious term in the energy equation of (3.6), but
just wants to keep the one in the momentum equation below some magnitude a, larger
values of em and smaller values of can be used. Roughly, those reported in the
columns corresponding to 10a of Tables 1 and 2. We recall that the dimensional values
em and en are then given by em = U2^/2 and em = U2e2M/2.

With this at hand we now describe the discretization procedure.

4. Energy discretization and kinetic model. The criterion discussed above al-
lows us to identify an interval Ie = [em, ejur) such that the probability that a particle has
energy outside Ie can be considered negligible. This section describes the discretization
procedure introduced in Ie. It consists in dividing Ie into n + 1 subintervals I, of equal
width A and in denoting by ej the midpoint of the interval Ii, that is,

Ii — \^m ?A, 6m "l- (t -f- 1)A), 6j — 4" {i -|- 2) A, i = 0, . . - , 71, (4.1)

with
A = eM~e"\ (4.2)

n+ 1 v '

It is trivial to check that

Proposition 4.1. The discretization (4.1), (4.2) has the following properties:
i) Vi, j, h such that + ej — eh £ Ie> there exists k = i + j — h, 0 < k < n, such that

ii) if em = £A, £ £ N, then Vi,j such that + ej < eM, there exists K = i + j +1
such that ei + ej = sup Ik-

Remark 4.2. The proposition assures that
i) For any couple of input energies belonging to the discretization, if one of the output

energies also belongs to the discretization, then either the other output energy belongs
to the discretization, or it is outside Ie, but, as already stated, the occurrence of this last
case has negligible probability.

ii) If em = £A, then either [em,ej + ej) contains 7e, or it is exactly equal to the union
of i + j + £ + 1 subintervals

i+j+e
[em,ei+ej)= Ih■ (4-3)

h=o
This will be important in the next section to properly handle the collision operator. The
condition em = £A does not represent a real restriction on the choice of 7e, since Ie can
be easily adjusted to satisfy this condition.

The following step consists in considering any function of velocity as a function of
energy and velocity direction, and in approximating its energy dependence in Ie by a
stepwise interpolation defined on the partition Ii. This means that

n

F(v) = F(e,n)*^Xi(e)Fm, (4.4)
i=0

where = F(ei,fl) and Xi(e) ls the characteristic function of the interval Ii.
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It will be useful to note that since

Xj{e)de = ASi:j, (4.5)L
where Sij is the Kronecker delta, one can approximate the integral of a function defined
in Ie as

P P n n

/ F{e)de « / ^ Xj(e)Fj de = A ^ Fj (4.6)
JU j=o j=0

and

F(e)de = AFj. (4.7)L
The quadrature rule (4.6) is nothing else but the midpoint rule which gives an error

that goes to zero as A2.
As is well known in kinetic theory, the change during the time interval [t, t + dt] of the

number of molecules in the element dxdv around (x,v) due to collision is equal to

J dv dt dx = dw dt dx [ <r(7.0)s[/(^x.v')/(*,x,vt) _ /(£,x,v)/(i,x,v*)]dg'dv,,
JR3xS2

(4.8)
where (7(7,g) is the differential cross section.

Therefore, computing the change during the time interval [£, t + dt] of the number of
molecules in the volume element dx around x, having velocity direction in the element
dft around ft and energy in Ii due to collisions, one has

f J\/2ede= f \flede f ^/2elde^ f dti* f dg'a(~/,g)g[f(v')f(v^)
Jii Jii J r+ Js2 Js2 (4.9)

-/(v^n)/(v^n»)]-
For the purpose of the present paper it is useful to consider the output velocities not

as a function of g' as in (2.4), but as a function of an output energy e' and of the angle 9
between the planes containing the pre- and post-collisional velocities, as reported in the
Appendix; see (A.5) and (A.6). This second formulation is preferred because it makes
explicit the dependence on the energy e! which will then be discretized. This also means
that in the scattering cross section, 7 will be considered as a known function of e' and 9
through (A.7).

Referring to Fig. 3 and using Eq. (A.4), one can change the variable in the surface
integral over g' expressing dg' as

dg = sin ip'dtp'dO = —de'dd, (4-10)
gR

so that (4.9) can be rewritten as

f J\plede= f de f det f d£l* ( de' [ d9^^^* o~(7,g)[/(v/)/(v/„)
Jii Jh J R+ Js2 Jve, Jo M

-/(v^n)/(v^a)],
(4.11)
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Fig. 3. Collision dynamics. Dashed arrows are in the plane of the
figure which represents the precollisional plane. Full arrows refer to
the post-collisional quantities which are in the plane that intersects
the plane of the figure along R and forms with it an angle 0.

where T>e> is given by (2.13) and depends on e, e* and • fi*.
In view of the velocity discretization to be done at a later stage, it is convenient

to switch the integrations over and over e'. In order to do that, one has to recall
what was stated at the end of Sec. 2, and switch from the classical viewpoint yielding a
restriction on the domain of possible post-collisional energies, to that of a restriction on
the domain of allowed pre-collisional velocity directions. This allows us to rewrite Eq.
(4.11) as

f J\[2ede= f de f de* f J(e, e», e', fl)de', (4-12)
Jit Jii Jr+ J o

where

^ def f C8 /ee   ^
J(e, e*, e', f2) = / dfl, / dd ^—cr(e,e*,e'■ fl*,9)

■>v-nr Jo R{e, e», ■ f2*)

x [/(e',0 (e,e*,e',n,n6>))/(e't, S7„(e, e„, e', fi, 6»)) - /(e, U)f(e*, fi»)], (4.13)

and is defined by (2.15).
If we approximate the energy dependence of the Boltzmann one-particle distribution

function using the stepwise interpolation, and we neglect collisions involving incoming or
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outgoing particles with energies outside Ie, we get

f r r re-h-rtj ^ ^
/ J\/2ede« ^ / Xh(e)de Xj{e*)de* j(eh,ej,e',fl)de'

J li h,j=0 * ^ M-f J 0

~ / Xh(e)de / Xj(e*)(ie* / J(eh,ej,e'M)de' (4.14)
h,j=o 7i ^R+

re+ ~ ^
= A2} J(ei,ej,e',rt)de',

j=0Je">

where = minje^ + e ̂ , e m } and e+ = min{e, + ej, ew}.
Recalling Remark 4.2, and because of Proposition 4.1, the interval of integration over

e! results either equal to Ie, or is the union of i + j + £ + 1 subintervals of the partition,
that is,

e+= sup Ih+, h+ = min{i + j + £, n}. (4-15)

Discretizing also e! in the now usual fashion gives

r- n n

/ jV2ede « A2 V] / V] Xh(e')de'J(ei, ei; eh, ft)
Jh j=0 Jem h=Q

n h+ ^ ^ (4-16)

j=o h=o

For consistency, one has also to neglect those collisions having = e^ + e^ — outside
Ie. This allows us to write the sum over the index h related to an output particle in a
more symmetrical way:

/n nJ\/2ede ~ J(ei,ej,eh,fl). (4.17)
* j= 0 h,k=0

h+k=i+j

Using the same procedure on the differential operator and equating gives

f=4A»tv^ i f'"oj VW.
j=0 h,k=0 0 ®n» (ei'ej>eh) Rtj (fi " ^*)

h-\-k=i-\-j

(4.18)

where

/i = /i(n) = /(v^n),
f*i = Mto*) = f(V2Tjn.),

^fhk ^ ^  ^ ^ (4.19)
fh = — /(\/2e^n (e^, e^, e^, fi, fl*, 0)),
, ^fhk ^ ^ ^ ^

/Ife = A(n„y («, a, 0)) = /(v^n.te, e,-, eh) n, n., #)),
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hh ^fhk hk
and where a?- , , and are respectively the differential cross section (see
also (A.7)), the collision momentum, and the post-collisional directions given in (A.6)
computed for e = ej, e* = ej, e' = e^, and e't = e^.

Remark 4.3. The integrand in (4.18) presents a denominator that vanishes in the
case of head-on collisions ej = ej, ft = — 17«, i.e., for R = 0. Thus, we have to check
whether the integrand has a singularity in that circumstance. Referring to Fig. 1 and
choosing 17 as polar axis in the integration over V^ , one has that

sfiZidft* sin (3 d{3 dT sin § cos § . (3- —     ~d(3dT = sin -dfidT, (4.20)
^2(1+ 17-17*) y/i±^ 2

where F is the longitude and (3 the colatitude (cos(3 = 17-17*), because ej = ej. Therefore,
there is no singularity as (3 goes to n.

If one rewrites the kinetic model (4.18) in terms of velocity moduli instead of energies
of the particles, then it is possible to realize that it falls into the class of models studied
in [8]. Hence, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4.4. The kinetic model (4.18) has the following properties.
i) It preserves mass, momentum, and energy, defined by

It rt

pd = mA ̂2 \ftej /
j-o Js2

2 ^ r
ud = —— I n/,-(n)dn, (4.21)

j—0 ^2
n p

n ^S2

i=o

mA
Sd~ 2

j=0

ii) In the nonhomogeneous case, it yields the usual conservation equations:

^ + V • (PdUd) = 0,

^ (PdUd) + V • (nrf + pdvd ® Ud) = 0, (4.22)

|(f,+ i,^|+V id + ndud + (£d + -pdud) ua = 0,

where
n »

nd=mAj2V^ {^/2e]ft-V)^(^/2e~ft-V)fj{h)dn,
j=0

j=0 •/s=

(4.23)

iii) The Maxwellian equilibrium state is defined by the following equivalent conditions:
(a) (log/o,..., log fn) belongs to the space of collisional invariant;
(b) fi = A exp[\/5eib . ft — cei], A > 0;
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(c) J[f,f]=0 where f = (/o,..., /„) and J = (Jo,..., J„) is the right-hand side of
(4.18).

iv) In the spatially homogeneous case, the Boltzmann ^-functional

n .

H = fl log ftdn, (4.24)
i=o ^

is such that dH/dt < 0 where the equality sign holds if and only if the system is in the
Maxwellian equilibrium state.

It has to be observed that the macroscopic quantities defined in (4.21) and (4.23)
related to the discretization are the consistent approximation of the corresponding quan-
tities related to the continuous Boltzmann equation through the now usual approximation
procedure.

The relation between the Maxwellian parameters and the definition of the macroscopic
observables pa, U<j, and can be obtained by substituting in (4.21) the Maxwellian
distribution densities. After some computation, one obtains

Pd = 4nmAA \J - ^ e ce* sinh \Jbej,
i=0

PdUd = e cei (\/bei cosh y/bei -sinh s/bei),b - (4-25)i=0

Ud = b,

1 j2"£d + = AttthAAJ - ^2 eie~cei sinh Vbe~i,
bi=o

where the subscript d stresses the fact that these macroscopic quantities are computed
from the discretized model and the hats denote unit vectors.

As for discrete models, the map (4.25) is one-to-one, even though the inversion cannot
in general be performed in terms of elementary functions.

If one writes the Euler equations related to the kinetic model (4.18), then again equa-
tions similar to (3.6) are found, where the macroscopic observables are replaced by their
discretized version, and where e^ and eq now become

d Y^ij=0 e~c(ei+ejH(bei+2) sinh\/5e7sinhy/bej—byeiejcosh\Zbeicosh^/bej—</beicoshy/beisinhy^bej]

[23™=o e~ce; (Vbeicosh \fbel - sinh y/be7)]2
(4.26)

ed = 0e-c(e<+eJ)(ei - ej)y/Fl cosh y/fe~sinh ^ ^

2 [£*=0 e~CSi{\/beicosh \fbei - sinh Vbei)]2

With respect to the spurious terms eT and eq encountered in Sec. 3, when limiting
the range of allowed energies, and present a new contribution related to the dis-
cretization of the interval [em,ejw] into n+1 subintervals and to the introduction of the
midpoint rule, which brings an error of order A2. Actually, the constant of proportion-
ality could be explicitly written down, but it is useless, since what is important is the
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overall magnitude of the spurious terms, which is expressed by (4.26) and (4.27), rather
than partial information on the last discretization step.

It should be noticed that e% and depend on the Maxwellian parameters b and c,
which are related to the macroscopic observables through (4.27), and not through (3.2).

In more detail, their dimensionless values b = J\u and c = cU2 are determined by

f XT= o e~ce^2[bei cosh be, - (b + 1) sinh be,} = 0,
lElloe_Ce'/2 (gi ~ 1 - f) sinh be-i = 0.

However, for not too small values of n, we have b « c « r. Moreover, using the
values obtained by solving (4.28) or b = c = r gives no or very little difference in the
identification of the discretization parameter n through the procedure described below.

Having chosen the discretization interval as explained in Sec. 3, i.e., Em and sm defined
by (3.18) and (3.19), respectively, through Em and eTO, and the desired accuracy en for
this discretization, one can set n (which will be of order 1/v^ri) such that the overall
discretization terms defined in Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) are both smaller than I = £m +
Ejn ~l~ En) that is,

£d(em,eM,n) =' max{|e£|, |e*|} < £•

The results of such a procedure are reported in Table 3 where the value of n determined
for different values of r and accuracy e with em = £m = £« = § is reported.

—— 10 1 £ = 10~2 £ = 10-3 £ = 10~4
/ \

r = 10 2 14 52 238
r = 1 7 10 250 1451
r = 0.1 5 9 263 1531
r = 0.01 \ 5 9 350 1524 /

Table 3. Values of n at different values of r, such that the spurious
terms defined in (4.26) and (4.27) are definitely smaller than the given
accuracy e. The values of cm and em are those obtained in Tables 1
and 2, corresponding to Em = £m = £n = f • In those cases in which
any value of em < 0.5 gave a contribution smaller than e/3 the value

= 0-5 has been fixed.

The number of discrete energies needed to keep the spurious terms below a moderate
magnitude is very small, but rapidly grows if greater accuracy is required. In Table 4 the
same thing is repeated with the values of e« given in Table 1 and with em = 0. In this
way the effects of the introduction of a nonvanishing em are evidenced. In our opinion,
to take em ^ 0 is worthwhile only for very small e, while due to the faster decay of the
contribution related to the choice of the possibility of setting £n > Em might be of
interest.
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e = ict1 £ = io-2 £ = ht3 e — io~4

r = 10
r = 1
r = 0.1

5 17 70 344
5 9 391 2208
5 9 411 2330

r = 0.01 \ 5 9 413 2299

Table 4. Values of n at different values of r, such that the spurious
terms defined in (4.26) and (4.27) are definitely smaller than the given
accuracy e. The values of Sm are those obtained in Table 1, while em
is always set to zero.

The values reported in Tables 3 and 4 are computed starting from large values of n,
which, of course, yield an overall magnitude of the spurious terms £d « em + £m, and
reporting the value for which the value e is achieved. However, it should be noticed that
the terms due to the three steps of the discretization often do not have the same sign.
Therefore, for given em and &m, it is possible to find much smaller values of n for which
the overall magnitude £d almost vanishes. This behavior is evidentiated in Fig. 4 where
the cusps in the log scales locate the change of sign. Typically, £d is negative for very
large values of n, then becomes positive, and then again negative at very small values
of n. In this last case, because of the poor resolution, the change of sign may generate
in the log-scale an abrupt change of slope, rather than a cusp. An example of smaller
values of n yielding a given overall magnitude of e is reported in Table 5.

0.01

0.001

0.0001

le-05

le-06
1 10 - 100 1000 10000

Fig. 4. Plot of ed as a function of n for em = 0, ej( = 17.49, and
r = 0.1. The non-regular minima correspond to change of sign in
ed. Notice the asymptotic behaviour towards the value £5 = Em —
110"3 determined when R+ is substituted with [0,17.49].
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The application of the kinetic model and of the identification method presented here
to some relaxation tests is currently under study.

r = 10
r = 1
r = 0.1 V

£ = 10_1 £ = 10~2 £ = 10~3 £ = 10~4

(0,2.1,5) (0.39,2.3,7) (0.3,2.46,15) (0.21,2.63,33)
(0,4.7,5) (0.1,5.4,9) (0.35,5.92,22) (0.27,6.45,72)
(0,14,5) (0,16,9) (0.71,17.5,13) (0.5,19.1,208)

Table 5. Examples of values of (em,eM,n) with n smaller than
the value reported in Table 4 and which yield the desired overall
magnitude of the spurious terms.

5. Conclusions. We have deduced a kinetic model based on a discretization proce-
dure of the Boltzmann equation written in the energy formulation, in which particles
can take a discrete number of equidistributed energies, and which has the property to
preserve automatically mass, momentum, and energy.

One of the advantages of this formulation is that for given pre-collisional energies,
conservation of energy is satisfied naturally by properly choosing the post-collisional
energy (i.e., the velocities on suitable spheres). Then conservation of momentum for
fixed pre-collisional velocities and post-collisional energies restricts the post-collisional
velocities to be on given (symmetric) parallels of the sphere with the polar axis along
the collision momentum R, with center in R/2, and with diameter equal to the modulus
of the relative velocity.

In place of the five-fold collision integral over an infinite domain, the discretized model
is characterized by a collision term which consists of a sum of integrals over finite domains,
namely the cartesian product of a unit circle and the portion of the unit sphere between
two parallels symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane perpendicular to the velocity
of the field particle, which can be performed with good precision and small computational
effort.

Since the model has been obtained via a controllable approximation procedure, it is
possible to obtain estimates on the "distance" between the discretized collision operator
and the continuous Boltzmann equation, i.e., consistency of the quadrature rule. Fur-
thermore, there exists an //-functional describing trend towards equilibrium described
by a Gaussian distribution. Finally, the fluid-dynamic limit related to the discretized
Boltzmann equation tends rapidly towards the usual Euler equations with an isotropic
pressure tensor and vanishing heat flux, when the number of energies tends to infinity
and the discretization interval tends to R+.

Actually, the evaluation of the magnitude of the spurious terms gives a procedure
to set the discretization parameters em,eM, and n, which then determine the values of
discretized energies = em + (e« — em)(i + \)/[n + 1) for i = 0,..., n.

Particular attention is given in determining these parameters as a function of the
macroscopic characteristics of the fluid-dynamic problem to be studied. The application
of the kinetic model and of the identification procedure to problems of fluid-dynamic
interest is currently under study.
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Appendix: Energy formulation of the collision dynamics. Considering a par-
ticle as characterized by its energy per unit mass, e = v2/2, and by its velocity direction,
one has that the pre- and post-collisional energies, denoted respectively by (e, e*) and
(e',e'„), are related through energy conservation

E = e + e* =e' + e'*, (A.l)

while the pre- and post-collisional directions, denoted respectively by and

(n ,f2J, are related through the conservation of momentum, and are given, up to a
scattering angle, by

+ \/E — Sg ),
(A.2)

+ y/eZSi* - y/E- Sg')
2y^*

where g' e S2, and S is defined in (2.7).
To clarify the relation between the incoming and the outgoing velocity direction, it is

useful to refer to Fig. 3 and to decompose the direction of the pre- and post-collisional
relative velocities g and g' in a component along R, and in another component orthogonal
to it:

g = coswR + sin we/?,
(A.3)

g' = cos <^'R + sin <p'e'R,

where the unit vectors e/{ and e'R are orthogonal to R = R/|R| and belong, respectively,
to the plane containing the pre- and post-collisional directions.

The expression of the angles <p 6 [0, n] and tp' € [0,7r] in (A.3) formed by g and R and
by g' and R respectively, is given by

„ r; 2(e« — e) E — 2e /4ee* — S2
cos ip = g • R =   = = => sin tp=\ ■* gR VE2-S2 V E2 — S2

(A.4)
, - 2e'-e 2e'- E . , Ae'e^-S2

cos(p' = g' R = — — = . => sinip = \ —^—-5-,
y B gR s/E2 - S2 V E2 - S2 '

where R = |R|, while the unit vector e'R can, for instance, be defined by

— c°s * + ifefe si" 8 ifSiiifi.;
e" = < ̂ f°cos9+i8j|sil*<' if ft = 6. iii; (A.5)

j",(a j:)ncos6>+ -g4sin6> if =
|Hxj |«xj|

The angle 9 € [0, 2tx) appearing in (A.5) is the angle formed by the pre- and post-
collisional plane and is not determined by the conservation laws.
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In conclusion, the outgoing velocity directions can be written as

-/ J4e'e'„ - S2 2e'+ S . r~ ,

/  (A.6)
-/ v/4e'et - S2 , 2e'^ + S f ^ ^^ ,"•" Ti^6"+<v^ + ^

Prom Eq. (2.4) and Fig. 3 it is evident that, as g' runs over S-2, the post-collisional
velocities v' and v't span the surface of the sphere centered in R/2 with diameter equal
to the modulus of the relative velocity g. Furthermore, for any g' the post-collisional
velocities point at two antipodal points. In more detail, if the polar axis of the unit
sphere is set along R, as 9 varies, one of the post-collisional velocities runs over a given
northern parallel and the other over the relative southern parallel (at the antipodes).
The other angle defining g', the colatitude ip', determines through (A.4) the energy of
the outgoing particle.

As is well known, the scattering cross section is a function of the modulus of the
relative velocity and of the deflection angle a £ [0,7r] formed by the pre- and post-
collisional relative velocities, which can be written as

def
7 = cos a = g ■ g' = cos <p cos tp' + sin p sin ip' cos 9

= j(e. - e)(e' - el) + 4ee,^[1 ~ (f> ■ a)2][A - (fi ■ fi,)2] cos6 J ,

(A.7)
where A is defined in (2.12).

Note that 7 is an even function of ft • and of 0, and observe that

7(e*,e,e'*,n* • ft, 9) = 7(e,e*,e',fi • SI*, 6),
~ (A.8)

7(e ■fl„-8) = -y(e,e*,e ,fl-flt,9),

which means that the deflection angle does not change, neither if we exchange the role of
the field and test particles, nor in the inverse transformation. In the paper the scattering
cross section is then considered as a function of e, e*, e!, fl • f2*, and 9.
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